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Abstract— Authentication and confidentiality are the most important security goals to be achieved. This paper proposes a new tripartite 
signcryption scheme without bilinear pairings. The proposed tripartite signcryption scheme is efficient when three entities want to perform 
secure transactions as in mobile communication or in e-commerce. The proposed scheme is based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm 
problem (ECDLP) and achieves the seven security requirements; confidentiality, unforgeability, public verifiability, non-repudiation, integrity, 
authentication, and forward secrecy. Also, the proposed scheme supports public verifiability without using any short or long term keys. The 
performance of the proposed scheme is examined. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                   
f the many goals which the study of cryptography sets 
out to achieve, the most important and widely studied 
are confidentiality and authenticity. Traditionally, these 

two goals have been studied separately. In the case of public-
key cryptography, confidentiality is provided by encryption 
schemes, while authenticity is provided by digital signature 
schemes [1]. First, a  message is digitally  signed with  the  
private  key  of  the  sender  then the message is encrypted  
together with  the  signature  using  a  randomly chosen key 
using a  symmetric  cipher. The  random key  is then  encrypt-
ed  using  the  public  key  of  the  receiver.  The encrypted 
(message + signature) is then sent together with the encrypted 
random key [2]. 
In 1997, Zheng [3] proposed using a single cryptographic 
primitive to achieve both confidentiality and authenticity. He 
called this primitive 'signcryption'. A signcryption scheme 
typically consists of three algorithms: Key Generation  (Gen),  
Signcryption  (SC),  and Unsigncryption  (USC). Key genera-
tion produces a pair of keys for each user, signcryption (SC) is 
normally a probabilistic algorithm, and unsigncryption (USC) 
is almost certainly to be deterministic. Any signcryption 
scheme should possess correctness, accuracy and security as 
main properties [4]. 

Tripartite key agreement protocols are of particular im-
portance. They are useful  in providing essential security in  

several  vital  applications  such  as  in  e-commerce where the 
three entities involved in the protocol are the merchant, the  
customer  and the  bank.  Other  interesting  applications in-
clude  a  third  party  being  added  to  chair  or  referee  a con-
versation  for  the  purpose  of  ad  hoc  auditing,  data recov-
ery or escrow purposes[5]. 

Y. Abouelseoud developed a tripartite signcryption scheme 
from bilinear pairings in [6]. This tripartite signcryption 
scheme used to reduce the signaling overhead in the secure 
electronic transaction protocol (SET).  

In this paper, a new tripartite signcryption scheme without 
bilinear pairings is proposed with its security and perfor-
mance analyzed. Additionally, a comparative study is provid-
ed.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the security requirements for any signcryption scheme. 
In Section 3, the proposed tripartite scheme without bilinear 
pairing is introduced. In Section 4, the security analysis of the 
proposed scheme is presented. Section 5 discusses the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme and a comparative study is 
also presented in this section. Finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper.   

2 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ANY SIGNCRYPTION 
SCHEME 
Here, the security requirements for any signcryption scheme 
are provided [1, 7 ,8]:  
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2.1 Confidentiality 
It means that only the intended recipient of a signcrypted 
message should be able to read its contents. That is, upon see-
ing a signcrypted message, an attacker should learn nothing 
about the original message, other than perhaps its length. 

2.2 Unforgeability 
It refers to the inability of any entity to produce a valid mes-
sage-signature pair except the designated signer.  

2.3 Public Verifiability 
It means that any third party or judge can verify that the sign-
crypted text is valid or not, without any requirement for the 
private key of the sender or the recipient. 

2.4 Non-Repudiation 
The sender of a message cannot later deny having sent the 
message. That is, the recipient of a message can prove to a 
third party that the sender indeed sent the message. 

2.5 Integrity 
This means that the recipient should be able to verify that the 
received message is the original one that was sent by the send-
er and it has not been tampered with during transmission. 

2.6 Authentication 
It involves confirming the identity of a system user. Authenti-
cation often involves verifying the validity of at least one form 
of identification. Also, it allows the legitimate recipient alone 
to be convinced that the ciphertext and the signed message it 
contains were crafted by the same entity. 

2.7 Forward Secrecy 
It refers to the inability of an attacker to read signcrypted mes-
sages, even with access to the sender’s private key. That is, the 
confidentiality of signcrypted messages is protected, even if 
the sender’s private key is compromised.  

3 THE PROPOSED TRIPARTITE SCHEME 
3.1 Setup  
Given security parameter k (usually 160), the CA (certificate 
authority) chooses q  a large prime number with k2q > , (a, b) 
is a pair of integers which are smaller than q and satisfy 

0qmod)b27a4( 23 ≠+  . E is the selected elliptic curve over 

the finite field qmod)baxx(y:F 32
q ++= . P  is the base 

point or generator of a group of points on E, denoted as G . 
Also, O is the point at infinity and n is the order of the 
point P , with n  being a prime number, OP.n = and k2n > . 
The CA selects a cryptographic one way hash function  

q
* Z}1,0{:H →  . The CA publishes the system parameters: 

}H,P,E,b,a,k{  

3.2 Key generation  
The  private/public  key  pairs  for  the  three  communicating 
parties are generated as follows. Each member picks a random 
number d and then computes the corresponding public key 

as dPQ = . The  public keys  for  entities A, B  and C  are  given  
as PdQ aa =  , PdQ bb =  and PdQ cc =  respectively.  Figure 1 
shows the signcryption and unsigncryption phases of the pro-
posed scheme.  

3.3 Signcryption generation 
A wants to send a message 1m to B and a  message 2m  to C. A 
signcrypts the messages as follows: 

The sender A generates a random number ]1q,1[w −∈  and 
computes: 

 R.wk1 = , b2 Q.wk = , and c3 Q.wk =  , the key used is  
the x-coordinate value of the points 321 k,k,k   

 )m(Ec 1kb 2
= , and )m(Ec 2kc 3

=  

 )c||c(c),k,c(Hashr cb1 ==  

 qmod)d.rw(s a−=  

 A sends )s,c,r(  to both A and B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 UnSigncryption 
Receiver B proceeds as follows: 

 The receiver B uses his/her secret key bd  to recover 
the encryption key bab22 Q.w)Q.rR.s.(dk;k =+= .  

 B recovers 1k without using any secret keys and this 
supports public verifiability in the proposed scheme 
where R.wQ.rR.sk a1 =+= . 

 B computes )k,c(Hashr 1=
−

, if rr =
−

then B accepts 
the signcrypted-text. 

 
Fig. 1. The tripartite signcryption scheme configuration 
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 B computes )c(Dm bk1 2

−
==  

The receiver C does the same steps as B: 

 The receiver C uses his/her secret key to recover the 
encryption key cac33 Q.w)Q.rR.s.(dk;k =+= .  

 C recovers 1k without using any secret keys and this 
support the public verifiability in the proposed 
scheme where R.wQ.rR.sk a1 =+= .  

 Then C computes )k,c(Hashr 1=
−

, if rr =
−

 then C ac-
cepts the signcrypted-text 

 Finally, C computes )c(Dm ck2 3

−
==  

3.5 Signature Verification by Any Third Party 
Any third party can recover 1k without using any secret keys 
and this why public verifiability is supported in the proposed 
scheme where R.wQ.rR.sk a1 =+= . Then, the third party 

computes )k,c(Hashr 1=
−

, if rr =
−

 accepts the signcrypted-
text. 

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS 

4.1 Correctness 
• For the signature verification: 

R.wQ.rR.sk a1 =+=
R.wQ.rR.d.rR.wQ.rR).d.rw(k aaaa1 =+−=+−=  

• For the receiver B: 

)Q.rR.s.(dk ab2 +=  

abba2 Q.d.rR.d).d.rw(k +−=  

bababb2 Q.wQ.d.rQ.d.rQ.wk =+−=  

• For the receiver C:  

)Q.rR.s.(dk ac3 +=  

acca3 Q.d.rR.d).d.rw(k +−=

cacacc3 Q.wQ.d.rQ.d.rQ.wk =+−=  

4.2 Security Properties 
The proposed tripartite signcryption scheme provides seven 
security functions: message confidentiality, authentication, 
integrity, unforgeability, non-repudiation, forward secrecy 
and public verifiability.  The security of the proposed scheme 
relies on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem 
(ECDLP) [9]. Up till now, the ECDLP is considered to be hard.  

Definition 1: The Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem 
(ECDLP) is defined as follows. Let G and Q  be two points on 

an elliptic curve and G is of order n  and n  is a prime. The 
point G.kQ = , where nk < . Given these two points G  and 
Q , find  the discrete logarithm of Q  to the base G; that is, k .  

4.2.1 Confidentiality 
If the attacker wants to derive the original message, he must 
be able to recover the randomly generated session keys 32 k,k  
to encrypt the messages or the key 1k . However, the extraction 
of the secret keys 321 k,k,k  is equivalent to solving the 
ECDLP. Assume that the attacker tries to compute any of the 
the points R.wQ.rR.sk a1 =+= , bab2 Q.w)Q.rR.s.(dk =+= , 

cac3 Q.w)Q.rR.s.(dk =+= , he should derive the random 
number w  to get the correct 1k , the receiver's secret key bd , 
where R.dQ bb = , and the receiver's secret key cd , where 

R.dQ cc = . Therefore to derive cb d,d,w  one needs to solve the 
ECDLP. Without knowing the secret key of the receiver, no 
one can recover the message encryption key. It is only the val-
id receiver with secret key bd , cd  who can recover the key and 
unsigncrypt the message.  

4.2.2 Unforgeability 
The signcrypted text is generated using the sender's secret key 

ad . Thus, no one can generate a valid signcrypted text with-
out knowing the sender's secret key ad . Also, the sender's 
secret key is computed as R.dQ aa = , but computing ad is 
another elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem under Defi-
nition 1.  

If an attacker wants to generate a signcrypted text he does the 
following: 

• Generate random number w' 

• R'.w'k1 = , b2 Q'.w'k = , and c3 Q'.w'k =   

• )'m(E'c 1'kb 2
= , and )'m(E'c 2'kc 3

=  

• )'c||'c('c),'k,'c(Hash'r cb1 ==  

• qmod)d'.r'w('s adv−= , advd  is the attacker secrete key 

• The attacker sends )'s,'c,'r(  to both A and B 

The receiver B and C  unsigncrypts the message by recovering 
the key 32 'k,'k respectively as follows: 

For the receiver B: bab2 Q.w)Q'.rR'.s.(d'k =+=  

abbadvab2 Q'.r.dQ).d'.r'w()Q'.rR'.s.(d'k +−=+=  

)Q.wk(Q.d'.rQ.d'.rQ'.w'k b2abbab2 =≠+−=  

Then B computes )c(Dm b'k1 2

−
=≠ . Also , the same steps are 

carried out by receiver C. Without knowing the sender's secret 
key, no one can generate a valid signcrypted text. Therefore, 
the proposed scheme achieves unforgeability. 
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4.2.3 Authentication 
The receiver needs to authenticate the sender. The receiver 
authenticates the sender through the key recovery process and 
the message integrity is checked using a suitable one-way 
hash function.  

4.2.4 Public Verifiability 
Any third party can recover 1k without using any secret keys 
as demonstrated in Section 3.5. 

4.2.5 Non-Repudiation 
The sender cannot deny sending the signcrypted text because 
any third party can make sure that the original sender is the 
one who signcrypted the message. So, the public verifiability 
property solves the problem of non-repudiation.   

4.2.6 Integrity 
The alteration or modification in the ciphertext by any third 
party can be easily detected because of the signature part that 
will need to be changed accordingly.  

4.2.7 Forward Secrecy 
If the attacker tries to derive the plaintext m, he has to decrypt 
the associated ciphertext c using the corresponding secret key. 
This secret session key involves a random number R.wk1 = , 

b2 Q.wk = , and c3 Q.wk = . Without knowing the random 
number w, even if the long term key of the sender is known, 
the encryption key cannot be recovered. In other words, he 
cannot decrypt the signcrypted text to get a previous message 
m. Therefore, our proposed scheme provides forward secrecy 
of message confidentiality even if the sender's private key is 
compromised. 

5 PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 
First, in Table 1, the time abbreviations are listed as will be 
used in the performance evaluation table that follows. 

In Table 2, the proposed scheme is compared with the scheme 
in [6].  
The comparison shows that in case of two different messages 
the proposed scheme is more efficient than the scheme in [6]. 

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces a new tripartite signcryption scheme 
without bilinear pairings. The security analysis and the per-
formance of the proposed scheme have been discussed. The 
proposed scheme is compared with the scheme in [6] and the 
comparison shows that the proposed scheme is more efficient. 
The proposed scheme may be used in various applications 
such as mobile communication. The proposed tripartitesign-
cryption scheme can be used between the mobile communica-
tion entities which will reduce the signaling overhead. 
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